
 

 
 

 

 PLATINUM BENEFACTOR $10,000 AND UP 
 

 GOLD BENEFACTOR $5,000 -  $9,999 
 

 SILVER BENEFACTOR $2,500 -  $4,999 
 

 PATRON $1,000 -  $2,499 
 

 SPONSOR $500 - $999 
 

 DONOR $250 -  $499 
 

 FRIEND $100 - $249 
 

 OTHER AMOUNT 

 I PLEDGE THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF  

 ONE TIME    WEEKLY     MONTHLY     YEARLY      OTHER 

 

 In honor of  

 In memory of  

 My donation will be matched by a matching gift program 

 I would like my donation and details to be designated as Anonymous 

 I designate my donation to support (i.e. artists, orchestra, chorus) 

 

NAME (we will not share your personal information) 

ADDRESS APARTMENT OR SUITE 

CITY STATE ZIP CODE 

TELEPHONE NUMBER WITH AREA CODE 

E-MAIL ADDRESS  



 

 

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS 

 

 

PLATINUM BENEFACTOR $10,000 and up 
Prominent recognition in Kyrenia Opera’s programs 

Prominent recognition on mailings, printed or digital 

Recognition from the stage before each sponsored performance run 

Sixteen complimentary VIP tickets for one performance 

Company and logo recognition in the lobby for the sponsored performance run 

 

GOLD BENEFACTOR $5,000 - $9,999 
Prominent recognition in Kyrenia Opera’s programs 

Prominent recognition on mailings, printed or digital 

Eight complimentary VIP tickets for one performance 

Company and logo recognition in the lobby for the sponsored performance run 

 

SILVER BENEFACTOR $2,500 - $4,999 
Prominent recognition in Kyrenia Opera’s programs 

Four complimentary VIP tickets for one performance 

 

PATRON $1,000 - $2,499 
Prominent recognition in Kyrenia Opera’s programs 

Two complimentary VIP tickets for one performance 

 

SPONSOR $500 - $999 
Recognition in Kyrenia Opera’s programs 

One complimentary VIP ticket for one performance 

 

DONOR $250 - $499 
Recognition in Kyrenia Opera’s programs 

Two dress-rehearsal tickets for one performance 

 

FRIEND $100 - $249 
Recognition in Kyrenia Opera’s programs 

 

 

All contributions are tax deductible to the fullest extent of the law. 

Kyrenia Opera is an IRS 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact General Director Constantinos Yiannoudes at 

yiannoudes@kyreniaopera.org or at 347-781-0983. 
 

mailto:info@kyreniaopera.org

